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RECURRING DEBITS TO BUYERS 

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

 

1.1. This Annex gathers the conditions whereby PayU provides the Merchant a Recurring 

Debit service for Buyers.  

 

1.2. All terms in capital letters in this Annex that have not been expressly defined, shall 

bear the meaning given to them in the GTCs. 

 

 

2. SERVICE SCOPE 

 

2.1. Upon Merchant request, PayU will enable the possibility of carrying out periodic 

automatic debits from bank accounts regardless of method, and from credit cards by 

Buyers who authorize said transactions, in order to pay for the successive supply of 

goods and / or services ("Recurring Debits").   

 

2.2. Merchant shall obtain prior electronic or written authorization from Buyers that agree to 
have Recurring Debits, and will provide PayU proof of said authorization, when 
required. Together with the Buyer's proof of authorization, the Merchant will provide 
PayU the name and bank account number and / or that of the Buyer's credit card, 
whichever applies, along with additional information required to process Recurring 
Debits.   

 
2.3. Merchant will pay PayU for the cost of Recurring Debit services. When the Merchant 

decides to transfer this cost to the Buyer, it shall notify the Buyer thereof. 
 
2.4. The Merchant shall notify the Buyer about the date on which the Recurring Debits will 

be applied.  
 
2.5. Merchant will verify that Recurring Debits have been deposited into its Virtual Account, 

using the means provided by PayU for this purpose. 
 
2.6. In case of Recurring Debits from a bank account, the Merchant shall notify PayU as 

established in the Integration Manual, five (5) business days before the first debit from 
the corresponding Buyer and five (5) business days before cancelling the Recurring 
Debit service from the corresponding Buyer. When Recurring Debits are charged on a 
credit card, notification times will be reduced to one (1) business day.   

 
2.7. The Merchant shall reimburse the Buyer for any debit that may result from an untimely 

or improper notification to PayU around the cancellation of the Recurring Debit service.   
 
2.8. PayU shall carry out the necessary reimbursement of Recurring Debits charged on 

credit cards, upon Merchant request or by virtue of an administrative or legal order.  
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2.9. PayU will carry out the necessary reimbursements from Recurring Debits charged on a 

bank account by virtue of an administrative or legal order. 
 
2.10. PayU will not be held liable for damages suffered by the Merchant or its Buyers 

when they refrain from carrying out Recurring Debits that are the result of an untimely 
or improper notice to the Merchant around the activation or cancellation of Recurring 
Debit services.  

 


